
Michigan Native and Actor Receives Fortunate
Opportunity
Upcoming US Actor Making Waves Overseas in the Movie Industry

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, May 22, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Michigan Native and Actor
Receives Fortunate Opportunity 

Singapore- On May 14, 2014, one lucky man from Michigan along with a companion received an
opportunity to watch the Southeast Asian movie premiere “X-Men: Days of Future Past” at the Shaw
Theater in Singapore.

Some of the actors who attended from the movie in Singapore were Hugh Jackman himself, Peter
Dinklage and Fan Bingbing. 

Hodshire, an actor himself that was fortunate to have briefly worked in a US block buster movie along
side Hugh Jackman during the filming of “Real Steel” back in 2010, contacted someone over at 20
Century Fox to make the special arrangements for some complimentary tickets for him and a guest to
attend the Southeast Asian movie premiere “X-Men: Days of Future Past” including the Blue Capet
event. 

Hodshire, who is not only an actor but also a University Lecture among other things, just completed a
starring role in a film in the country of Singapore with the most recent being a film called “Choices.” In
that movie Christopher Hodshire played the character Terrance. Hodshire also played a featured role
in the documentary Singaporean film “Footprint” which aired on Channel News Asia and earned other
starring roles in big budgeted university education videos during his stint in Singapore.

Choices, which is a Real Frenz Production, is produced and directed by Singapore movie legion
Marrie Lee and story and scripted as well as co-directed by Yeun Kit Mun of Malaysia. Wong Mun
Ping of Singapore is Director and Photography/Editor of “Choices.”

Though the details of the movie is not yet ready to be released to the public one thing is known it will
hit the film festivals before making its way into theatres. 

One of the highlights of the film is its presence of international actors with Shipla Emraan Krishnan
from India playing a leading female role in the film. Krishnan plays has Terrance’s wife Jennifer.
Impressively, the movie also includes actors from China mainland and Canada to add to its
worthiness. 

The film is fortunate to cast a number of experienced quality international actors with special
appearances of local Singaporean actor Michael H Chua taking a notable part. 

Film Director Marrie Lee who is best known for her beauty, wits, martial arts and charm, has other big
films on the horizon.  Lee is especially remembered for the former movies she played lead actress in
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during the 1970’s era with Cleopatra Wong being her most notable. Cleopatra Wong was a big budget
movie that was well known throughout Asia during its time. 

According to Hodshire, “it is a privilege to work with such a high profile actor and executive producer.
Director Lee is very methodical in her work and strives for perfection. She pushes the actors to
perform to there best as well as the crew. Clearly she brings the best out of us. She also has
enhanced a lot in my acting abilities and skills. She is a true natural, both as an actor and director as
well.”

Hodshire also starred in some major TVC (TV commercials) back in the USA as well as four major
movies. Besides that, Hodshire has starred in radio commercials as well as print ads. Ironically, his 8-
year-old son Nathan Hodshire appears to be following in his footsteps starring in some TVC himself.

When asked about Choices chances to win some awards in the US film festivals Hodshire’s response
was, “ I am confident the movie “Choices” will entertain the critics.  We have great experienced
leadership, both the cast and crew and because of that, we were able to produce an excellent well-
designed film. The spectators will see humor, drama, romance, and anger among other things within
Choices, which will keep them extremely entertained throughout. It is a movie worth making the time
to see leaving the audience with something worth gossiping about. Watch for positive publicity once it
hits the film festivals.” 

The reviews has been rolling in for “X-Men: Days of Future Past” and it appears to be getting great
reviews and Christopher Hodshire agreed saying, “the film is worth seeing, especially the special
effects and Hugh Jackman’s exceptional acting ability.” 
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